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Abstract: - Apriori algorithm is the classical algorithm used for association rule mining. This paper presents out the overview of basic
approaches used with the classical Apriori algorithm and formulates the problems associated with the classical approaches. This paper presents
out an enhanced Apriori algorithm that overcomes these limitations and is more efficient.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Association rule mining is one of the data mining tasks that
are used for finding correlations between the transactions.
Association rules are if/then statements that are used for
finding relations between data in the database. An
association rule has two parts, an antecedent (if) and a
consequent (then). An antecedent is an item that is found in
the data. A consequent is an item that is found in
combination with the antecedent. Association rules are
created by analyzing data for frequent if/then patterns and
then support and confidence are the parameters that are used
to identify the most important relationships. Learning
association rules basically means finding the items that are
purchased together more frequently than others. Shopping
centers use association rules to place the items next to each
other so that users buy more items. Apriori is the classic and
probably the most basic algorithm to do association rule
mining.
II.

ASSOCIATION RULE MINING ALGORITHMS

Classical apriori algorithm
Apriori algorithmic rule is basic algorithmic rule for
association rule mining. It takings by distinctive the frequent
individual things within the data and lengthening them to
larger and bigger item sets as long as those item sets seem
sufficiently usually within the data. The frequent item sets
verified by Apriori are often used to determine association
rules that highlight general trends within the data.
Apriori uses a “bottom-up” approach, wherever frequent
subsets are extended one item at a time( a step called
candidate generation ), and tested against the data.
Algorithmic rule terminates once no winning extension units
are found. Apriori algorithmic rule generates frequent item
sets. If association item satisfies a definite minimum support
and minimum confidence then it’s thought about as a
frequent item. This whole algorithmic rule relies on plan of
looking out level by level.
Association rule mining is a 2 step process:i) Find all the frequent item sets from the data. If support of
associate item set A is larger than the minimum support i.e.,
support(A)>=minsup, them itemset a is thought as frequent
itemset otherwise not a frequent itemset.
ii) Generate association rules from the frequent itemsets.

Improved Apriori algorithm
Huiyang wang etc.al proposed two theorems to improve the
Aprirori algorithm to reduce the times of scanning
frequency itemsets.
Theorem1.:- suppose X and Y are two subsets of transaction
T and X is subset of Y. if Y is frequent itemset then X must
be frequent itemset.
Theorem 2:- suppose X and Y are two subsets of transaction
T and X is subset of Y. if Y is not frequent itemset then X
must not be frequent itemset.
Weighted apriori algorithm
Weighted approach with the basic APRIORI was introduced
to address the problem of using single minimum support for
selecting the frequent item sets. In the transactional
databases items are not uniformly distributed. Use of single
minimum support lead to either missing of rare association
rules if set too high or lead to combination explosion if set
too low. Weighted association rules deal with this issue. To
reflect different importance to different items, weights were
assigned to different items.
Consider D- transaction database
I= {i1, i2, i3……} = set of items. Each transaction is
subset of I with transaction id-TID.
Then W= {w1,
corresponding to I.

w2,

w3….} is the

weight set

Classical algorithm was first used to obtain the frequent
item sets without weights. After weight assigning approach,
attributes with weighted support less than minimum
weighted support were removed.
PROBLEMS
ASSOCIATED
ALGORITHM
1.
2.

WITH

APRIORI

Candidate generation tries to load maximum no. of
subsets before each scan increasing execution time.
Bottom-up approach increases no. of scans required
for maximal subset.
III.
PROPOSED ALGOTIHM

CSk: Candidate item set of size k
LSk: Set of frequent items of size k
LS1= {frequent items};
Sort Item set LSk.
For (k= 1; Lk!=∅; k++) do begin
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CSk+1= candidates generated from LSk;

8. If No. Of Rules >= required No. Of rules Exit.

For each transaction t in database do

9. List Rules.

Increment count for items in CSk+1

LSk+1= candidates in Ck+1with min_support

Enhanced Apriori algorithm scans data base once. For each
row it builds list of possible pairs/permutations of elements.
On next row these build pairs are evaluated. After all
scanning rules are generated and disqualifying pair,
Elements are discarded from results.

End

HOW THE PROBLEM IS SOLVED

Return ∪kLk;

1. Managing candidate items using sorted list reduces time
required to scans Items. Items are maintained in sorted form
so it requires lesser amount of time to insert new candidate
item.

That is contained in t
Sort candidate set CSk.

Steps:
1. Initialize variables
2. For each transaction in the DB T repeat 3-7:
3. Processor scans DB
identification set (TID).

and

creates

the

transaction

4. Apply Weights to Item sets.

2. Breadth first each: BFS helps in finding building rules as
we scan database instead of repeatedly scan database when
building rules. Because as we scan each transaction:
associations are generated.

5. For Each Row Repeat
IV.

a)

Prepare pairs common in rows.

b)

Eliminate pairs without common elements except
last element.

6. Calculate candidate k-item set counts, when the count is
greater than s, let freqk be frequent k-item sets.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Enhanced Apriori algorithm used the hybrid approach for
the association rule mining. Enhanced apriori algorithm
made use of concept of soting with the weighted approsch to
mine the association rules efficiently with the minimum
time possible.

7. Sort candidate Item sets.

Figure 1:- output screen
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Choose confidence 90% and 70% and analyze the curves of
time change with the change in support. As the support

increases runtime reduces gradually that shows the stability
of the proposed algorithm.

Figure 2:- Time change curve 1

Figure 3:-time change curve 2

Figure 4:- Reduced association rule records
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Figure 4 shows mining of database with association rule
with different minimum support degree. Horizontal axle
shows different support degrees in percentage and vertical
axle shows number of reducing records in the same
database.
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